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ABSTRACT: As of 2020 statistics, Facebook is the huge social media platform universally having 2.6 billion 

monthly active users all over and generates data in petabytes every day. Hence Knowledge Discovery from such 

a huge data is very essential. At present days, Knowledge Discovery is a significant research area. To get the 

ultimate answers for many research questions in data mining, the final hope is knowledge that can be achieved 

from different forms of data. If the data has known associations or the data is labelled, supervised approach i.e., 

Classification method can be used. To accomplish this task, we propose a novel approach to classify the Facebook 

data at most accuracy. 
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I.  INTRODUCTION  

  Facebook users are billions in number. Hence Facebook social media generates 

4PB(Petabytes) of data per day. That means 40Lacks Gigabytes every day. Thus, the data is huge, stored in 

Hive which has maximum data storage capacity. Online business on social media platforms is gaining lot of 

popularity by attracting the customers or users towards their product and brands. And Many social media 

platforms like Instagram, Facebook, LinkedIn are witness for this. These platforms have most of the active 

users every day hence it is easy to gain user’s attention towards the products by playing attractive 

advertisements visions. And will definitely help in leading good business strategies. And Facebook allows to 

upload videos, images, text and links regarding the post, one wishes to explore about any business. This is a 

great way to communicate with customers which promotes the online business directly [20]. 

If one is thinking to create a Facebook business page and doing online business, it is worth spending the 
time to engage with it. According to web statistics 2020, 74% high income earners are the users of Facebook 

which is the second top most social media and by having 83% of high-income earner, YouTube holds first 

place. Starting from small business to huge companies are promoting themselves on social medias. In the 

present work, cosmetic company’s Facebook page data is used and it contains 19 different attributes and 500 

rows. Attributes such as Type, Life time post total reach, Life time post consumptions, etc. shows the user’s 

reaction on the company’s page as well as the reaction of users on each post uploaded. Thus, we have proposed 

a novel approach to classify this Facebook data. Supervised method [1] is used to label the instances of Type 

attribute as, video, photo, link and status. And have produced the confusion matrix that determines the proposed 

algorithm’s efficiency as, correctly classified and misclassified instances by the novel approach. And calculated 

the accuracy of Classification report [2]. As a result, the proposed algorithm has produced the best Accuracy 

rate for the Facebook data. Hence this approach can help in classifying Facebook data efficiently and can be 
used to make future predictions on Facebook data which is related to online business. The paper continues with 

attributes description of the Facebook dataset, proposed algorithm for classifying Facebook data, Experiments 

and Results and Conclusion. 

 

II. ATTRIBUTES DESCRIPTION 

 

A.  Dataset 

In the present work, used a cosmetic company’s Facebook dataset which includes 19 different attributes and 

500 instances. And the dataset carried six missing instances hence filled those missing values by zero (0). Among 
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19 attributes, two attributes such as type and paid are holding nominal values which are non-numeric and 

remaining 17 attributes are holding numeric values. 

B. Attributes of the dataset  

Page total likes: Number of users have liked the cosmetic company’s Facebook page.  

Type: Type of the content i.e. link, video, photo or status. Category: Characterization of the content. 
 Post month: Post published month.  

Post week: Post published week.  

Post hour: Post published time.  

Paid: Contains yes/no values which indicates whether the cosmetic company has paid to the Facebook for 

advertising its products. 

Life time post total reach: Number of unique users who viewed the page post.  

Life time post total impression: Number of times the post from company’s page is appeared, even though it is 

clicked or not. Life time engaged users: Number of unique users clicked anywhere on the post.  

Life time post consumers: Total number of users clicked on the page.  

Life time post consumptions: Total number of clicks anywhere on the post  

Lifetime Post Impressions by people who have liked your Page: Number of impressions from users who liked the 

page.  
Lifetime Post reach by people who like your Page: Total number of unique users viewed a page post just for liked 

it.  

Lifetime People who have liked your Page and engaged with your post: Number of unique users who liked a page 

and also clicked on the post.  

Comment: Number of comments for the post. 

 Like: Number of likes for the post.  

Share: Number of shares for the post.  

Total Interactions: Total of comments, likes and shares. 

    

 

III. PROPOSED ALGORITHM 
 

 
Fig. 2. Flow diagram for the proposed algorithm 

In the initial step of the algorithm shown in Fig.1, imported the required python libraries to read the 
dataset and for further calculations. After the Facebook dataset is read, checked the missing values from the dataset 

and found 6 missing instances so to fill the missing values, used python pre-processing method and filled it with 

zero (0) by considering it as a global variable. The code for proposed algorithm is written using python platform 

and as it reads only numerical values, converted four instances from nominal to numeric data type. i.e., attribute 

“Type” contains, four nominal values hence considered number 1 for photo instances, 2 for status instances, 3 for 

video instances and 4 for link instances. And also attribute “paid” contains two nominal values such as yes and 

no hence denoted those values by numerals 1 and 0 respectively then proceeded the further implementation.  

Create a root node and assign all training instances to it.   

 In the next step, calculate the entropy of the entire dataset.  
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Fig. 1. Proposed algorithm to calculate the classification accuracy of the Facebook dataset 

Entropy: Decision Tree partitions the dataset into subsets starting from the root node and the subset will be 
homogeneous (similar value). Entropy is used calculate the similarity or homogeneity of a sample of a dataset. If 

it is totally homogeneous, then the entropy is zero and if the sample is equally portioned then it has entropy of one 

[3]. 

Entropy = -P log2 P – q log2 q ………………. (1) 

Partition all the instances and calculate the information gain of every single feature and get that feature 

with highest information gain [13]. 

Information gain:  It is calculated on decrease in entropy when dataset is split on an attribute. Decision Tree is 

formed by finding the attribute which gives highest information gain [8]. Steps to calculate the information gain 

is shown below: 

Step 1: Calculate entropy 

Step 2: Dataset is divided on different attributes. For every branch, the entropy is calculated and added 

proportionally to get total entropy. The result is subtracted from the entropy before spit. Now we get the 
information gain. 

Step 3: Select attribute with highest information gain and consider that as the decision node. Split the dataset by 

its branches and repeat for all the branches. 

Step 4: If entropy is zero, that branch is a leaf node and if entropy greater than zero needs to split further. 

Step 5: Till the dataset is fully classified, algorithm runs recursively.   

Recognize the feature which gives highest information gain. Set that particular feature as splitting 

criterion at current node. If information gain is 0(zero), then set current node as leaf node and return. Elaborate 

for every feature value an outgoing branch and consider unlabeled nodes at the end [4]. 

Partition the dataset along with the values of highest information gain feature and discard this feature 

from the dataset. Consider every partition as child node of the current node [6]. Calculate the Gini index and a 

feature which has the lowest Gini index is taken for splitting the dataset [11]. 
For every child node, if child node has instances from single class, then assign it as leaf node else, Repeat 

the steps starting from calculating entropy till partitioning the dataset using Gini index until the final criteria is 

satisfied. 

Finally calculate the Classification accuracy for the Facebook dataset [19]. 

Accuracy = (TP+TN)/(TP+TP+FP+FN) ………… (2) 
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Accuracy is the percentage of correctly classified instances. Where, TP is True Positive, TN is True Negative, FP 

is False Positive and FN is False Negative 

Decision Tree helps building regression and Classification models in tree structured format. It breaks the dataset 

into several smaller subsets and at the same time it enhances tree development. At the end, outcome will be a tree 

with leaf nodes and decision nodes. 
 

 

IV. EXPERIMENTS AND RESULTS 

 

 

 

 
 

Fig. 3. Generated confusion matrix and calculated classification Accuracy using proposed algorithm 

 

 

 
Fig 4. Generated confusion matrix and calculated classification Accuracy after changing the Maximum 

depth value 

 

Fig. 3. represents the output received for confusion matrix and classification Accuracy score of Facebook dataset. 

And also generated the interpretation of performance measures such as precision, recall, f1 score and support. 

Where in precision is the ratio of correctly predicted positive instances to the total number of positively predicted 

instances. Recall is the ratio of correctly predicted positive instances to the whole number of instances present in 

the actual class [17]. F1 score is the average of precision calculated and recall. And Support indicates the number 

of times one particular instance occurs [18]. Hence the proposed algorithm is able to classify the Facebook dataset 

as follows; As we have used train test split method to divide the dataset in two different partitions, the algorithm 

uses 60% of data for training and remaining 40% of data for testing. Hence, total number of instances considered 

for testing are 200 out of 500 instances and remaining 300 instances come under training set. As a result, the 

algorithm has correctly classified 177 instances out of 200 testing instances and 23 instances are misclassified. 
The confusion matrix represents that the algorithm has correctly classified 160 instances as photos, 15 instances 

as status, 0 i.e., no instances are classifying under video type and 5 instances are correctly classified as link with 

the good Accuracy of 90%. And also, the values of precision, recall, f1 score and support for all four types of 

instances are generated in fig 3.  

 
Fig. 4. Accuracy score of first five rows of the dataset 
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To check the variation in the Accuracy level and in order to get better Accuracy, we have changed the maximum 

depth in the proposed algorithm hence taken the maximum depth from 1 to 10, it trains the model 10 times and 

changes the variable maximum depth and stores the training and testing(validation) Accuracy for every model. 

Fig 5. Shows the first five rows of the dataset. It has training and testing (validation) Accuracy score corresponding 

to a set of range of maximum depth. And the values are plotted in the form of graph shown in fig 6. In fig 6, blue 
colored line (upper one) denotes training Accuracy and Orange line (below one) denotes testing(validation) 

Accuracy. 

 

  
Fig 6. Graph to represent the performance measure 

 

After plotting the values on the graph in fig6., it is visible that when maximum depth value is 1, training and 
testing Accuracy are low hence assigning lower value to the maximum depth does not allow the model to learn 

different patterns and can be considered as underfitting. When the maximum depth value goes on increasing, both 

training and testing Accuracy are increasing. The magnitude of increase in the Accuracy level of training data is 

higher than the magnitude of increase in the Accuracy level of testing data hence in the proposed algorithm, set 

the maximum depth value as 4 and kept the random state to 10 and assigned the leaf node value to 25. Thus, the 

variation in the confusion matrix as well as in the classification Accuracy is achieved by proving higher Accuracy 

than which is shown in fig 3. i.e., previous Accuracy was 90% and after the changes made in the present algorithm 

the new Accuracy is 92% as shown in fig 4. 

Conclusion 

As studied and went through number of literatures, found that, no work is done on classifying the Facebook in 

order to do the Knowledge Discovery as well as to give the high Accuracy score of classifying Facebook data. 
Hence the proposed algorithm has done the work by classifying the Facebook data in an efficient manner with 

90% Accuracy. And also proved that the variations made in different variables can give even better Accuracy and 

in present algorithm we have achieved 92% of Classification Accuracy for the Facebook dataset. And we like to 

conclude that the proposed algorithm is the best suitable method in classifying the Facebook data. 
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